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McCallum; Vi Sandford; Council; bowvalleyengage@gmail.com; Shared.MunicipalClerk 
Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06: Opposition to TSMV ASPs

Dear Mayor Borrowman and Town Councillors, 

It has been a monumental month for public engagement in Canmore with more than a thousand citizens spending 
countless unpaid hours and days sifting through thousands of pages of plans and studies to tell you that more than 94% 
are opposed to TSMVâ€™s ASPs (261 oral presentations and over 1,000 written submissions). I, too, am opposed 
because of the lack of consultation with Indigenous Nations, the risks to wildlife, the risks of building in an extreme 
wildfire zone and on heavily undermined lands, the risks of not upholding our climate change commitments, the risks of 
further congestion due to inadequate transportation infrastructure, the risks of rosy financial forecasts that donâ€™t 
reflect current uncertainty, the risks of unfulfilled promises for affordable housing and commercial development, and 
the risks of increased municipal taxes to finance all these risks! 

Please use the powers you hold under the Municipal Government Act to address these risks, and to uphold our 
community values as laid out in the Municipal Development Plan. I encourage you not to expand our Municipal Growth 
Boundary. I encourage you to not change existing Conservation Wildland Zoning. I encourage you to not rezone 
seriously undermined lands for development on the unfinished golf course and to retain the Golf and Recreation District 
zoning that buffers the nearby wildlife corridor from adjacent development.  

You were elected to uphold foundational plans and bylaws like this, not to change them in the midst of a global health 
pandemic and without meaningful, Town-led community consultation. Please stay the course; this is not the time to 
rush through legacy-making decisions for an entire community in order to appease the interests of a single land 
speculator.  

Sincerely, 

Valerie Winnicky  

-- Valerie Winnicky  
vwinnicky@telus.net 


